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UNDER FIRE
The heavy slapping sounds of tactical boots moving 
at an unrestrained run, the thumping of blood with ev-
ery heartbeat, the dying screams of a teammate, and 
the thunderous roar of gunfire could not suppress the 
frantic voice in the back of her head. It kept screaming 
RUN! Move faster! Then something bit deep into her 
thigh, and she spiraled down to the asphalt.

“Coszcatl is down!” cried Patli. Pivoting, she threw 
up a magical barrier to hold back the rain of lead—if only 
briefly.

“I’ve got her!” screamed the chrome warrior named 
Necalli as he scooped up his leader without breaking 
stride.

The team sprinted another half block, covering extra 
ground with the aid of Patli’s guardian spirit. It was then 
that the barrier broke and the team started taking fire 
again. The bullets sucked, but they weren’t the reason 
the team was running. The massive insect spirit that had 
torn apart their decker before they could react was what 
sent them packing. What they couldn’t figure out was 
why this gang was providing fire support for the bugs, 
but there was no time to think about it. There was only 
enough time to act.

Necalli spotted an old building from the days be-
fore the bomb. It looked sturdy and it looked secure, 
with metal doors and no ground-level windows. The 
sign above the doors read Janus Plastics MFG. With 
any luck, they could slip their pursuers inside. With a 
strong kick from Necalli, the doors opened, and the 
team rushed in. 

Patli ducked inside and sent her spirit to attack 
the gang. Their screams were like music to her as she 
pushed the doors closed and turned her attention to 
Coszcatl. Healing energies flowed from her hands and 
Coszcatl stirred. It took a little time for the wound to 

mend, but that time wasn’t wasted. Necalli fortified the 
door with the heaviest pieces of debris nearby.

“Sit-rep?” asked Coszcatl, followed by a ten-second 
rundown of where they were from Patli. The gunfire 
paused outside, signaling the end of the spirit. The team 
moved to cover behind a stack of plastic sheets, expect-
ing the door to burst open any moment. Instead, time 
seemed to creep by. None of their commlinks could 
get a signal. Something scraped at the metal doors, like 
someone was pushing a heavy object against it. All eyes 
were locked on the metal door when Patli screamed.

The insect soldier spirit had its mandibles locked on 
the shaman, her face twisted in a death scream as an 
acidic poison entered her veins. Necalli leapt into the 
creature, spurs drawn. Coszcatl opened fire. The spurs 
bit deep and the bullets pierced, but the creature kept 
fighting. 

Smaller insect spirits started manifesting in the 
shadows nearby, and soon the team was surrounded.  
Focused on their foes, neither smelled the smoke from 
the fire that had been started outside the building. Out-
numbered and overwhelmed, the remaining pair fought 
the insects until the smoke filled their lungs and flames 
licked the plastics around them. The final insect spirit 
faded into nothing. Coszcatl slid a new clip into her rifle 
out of habit before looking to her fallen comrades. Ne-
calli lay on the floor, torn open from navel to sternum, 
next to Patli’s sprawled corpse. Coszcatle felt the toxins 
coursing through her blood, the caustic smoke choking 
her lungs. Outside the only doors not engulfed in flames 
was a heavily armed, hostile gang. 

She stood and made her way to the door, noticing 
the wound on her leg had reopened, and took heed of 
that voice in the back of her head once more. 

This time, it screamed Go down fighting!
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Introduction
SRM 08-02 Can You Dig It is a Shadowrun Missions living 
campaign adventure. Full information on the Shadow-
run Missions living campaign is available at facebook.
com/SRMissions/ and includes a guide to creating 
Missions characters and a regularly updated FAQ. All 
maps, player handouts, and other playing aids are 
found at the end of this document.

Preparing  
the Adventure
SRM 08-02 Can You Dig It is intended for use with 
Shadowrun, Fifth Edition, and all character and rules 
information refers to the Fifth Edition of the Shadow-
run rules.

Adventure Structure
SRM 08-02 Can You Dig It consists of several scenes. 
These scenes form the basis of the adventure, which 
should be completed in approximately four hours. If 
you are running short on time, you should streamline 
each scene and be a little more generous with clues, 
target numbers, and other requirements to aid in guid-
ing the players through the adventure. 

Each scene outlines the most likely sequence of 
events, as well as how to handle unexpected twists 
and turns that inevitably crop up. Each one contains the 
following subsections, providing gamemasters with all 
the information necessary to run it.

Scan This provides a quick synopsis of the scene’s 
action, allowing you to get a feel for the encounter at 
a glance.

Tell It to Them Straight is written to be read aloud to 
the players, describing what their characters experience 
upon entering the scene. You should feel free to modify 
the narrative as much as desired to suit the group and the 
situation, since the characters may arrive at the scene by 
different means or under different circumstances than 
the text assumes.

Behind the Scenes covers the bulk of the scene, 
describing what’s happening, what the non-player 
characters are doing, how they will react to the player 
characters’ actions and so forth. It also covers the setting 
of the encounter, going over environmental conditions 
and other properties of the location as well as providing 
any descriptions of important items.

Pushing the Envelope looks at ways to make 
the encounter more challenging for experienced or 
powerful characters and other ways you can add some 
“extra spice” to the scene. This subsection should usually 
only be used for home games, or games where time is 
not a factor. At most convention and Open Play events, 

gamemasters should omit this information. It adds to 
the scene, but does not contain important information.

Debugging offers solutions to potential problems 
that may crop up during the encounter. While it’s 
impossible to foresee everything that a group of player 
characters might do, this section tries to anticipate 
common problems and other suggestions for dealing 
with them.

Running the Adventure
Gamemastering is more of an art than a science, 
and every gamemaster does things a bit differently. 
Use your own style when it comes to preparing and 
running the adventure and do whatever you feel is 
best to provide the best Shadowrun game you can 
for your players. Shadowrun Missions adventures are 
designed to run in a standard four-hour convention 
time slot.

Please keep this in mind when running the adventure. 
You should leave at least 15–20 minutes at the end of 
the time slot to complete any necessary paperwork and 
pass out the players’ Debriefing Logs. (Make sure that 
you have enough copies of the Debriefing Log for this 
adventure to give one copy to each player after running 
the adventure.) This section offers some guidelines you 
may find useful in preparing to run SRM 08-02 Can You 
Dig It (or any Shadowrun Missions adventure).

Step 1: Read The Adventure
Carefully read the adventure from beginning to end. 
Get a feel for the overall plot and what happens in 
each scene. That way, if something different happens, 
you won’t be caught off guard and you can adapt 
things smoothly.

Step 2: Take Notes
Take notes for yourself while reading through the ad-
venture that you can refer to later on. Possible things to 
note include: major plot points (so you can see them all 
at a glance), the names of various non-player charac-
ters, possible problems you notice, situations where you 
think a particular character can shine and other things 
you’ll want to keep in mind while running the adventure.

Step 3: Know the Characters
Prior to the start of the adventure, examine the PCs’ 
record sheets and Debriefing Logs for your reference 
and have basic information about their important abil-
ities handy so you can refer to it during play. Also go 
over the characters and keep their previous events list-
ed on the Debriefing Logs in mind when determining 
non-player character actions in various scenes if such a 
dynamic has been included.
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Step 4: Don’t Panic!
Gamemastering involves juggling a lot of different 
things. Sometimes you drop the ball and forget some-
thing or you just make a mistake. It happens, don’t 
worry about it. Nobody is perfect all of the time and 
everybody makes mistakes. Just pick up from there 
and move on. Your players will understand and forget 
about it once you get back into the action.

Step 5: Challenge the Players
Gamemasters should challenge the players, but should 
not generally overwhelm them. This is not to say that 
games cannot be deadly. If the characters die through 
their own actions and repercussions of those actions, 
then so be it. But the idea is to challenge the players and 
their characters, not to overwhelm them. If the enemies 
and challenges are too light for the characters present, 
then increase them. On the other hand, if the characters 
are badly outmatched by the enemies, then tone them 
down. Make things difficult but not impossible.

General  
Adventure Rules
Shadowrun Missions adventures use the rules present-
ed in Shadowrun, Fifth Edition (SR5). Standard rules such 
as success tests, glitches, critical successes, and other 
common mechanics are described in SR5 and are not 
repeated in this adventure.

Please keep in mind when preparing for the adven-
ture, that the PCs will not necessarily be comprised of a 
balanced party. It’s entirely possible that the party will be 
made up entirely of technomancers or back-to-nature 
shamans. If the characters run into a brick wall because 
of such complications, show flexibility and use your best 
judgment in how you lead them back to the plot.

Non-Player Characters
Non-player characters (NPCs) are essential to any ad-
venture. They are the allies, antagonists, and back-
ground characters in the adventure that interact with 
the player characters. NPCs in this adventure have al-
ready been created and can be found throughout the 
adventure.

Minor NPCs are found in the individual scene that 
they appear in, and generally have a brief write up, noting 
only their important skills and the gear they are carrying.

Major NPCs can be found in the Cast of Shadows at 
the end of the adventure, and have more detailed write 
ups, and include most of the skills and the gear they 
have access to. 

The NPCs in this adventure should generally stand 
up to the average player character but may need 

some adjustment to suit a particular group of char-
acters, especially a more experienced and powerful 
group. The scenes and NPC descriptions offer tips on 
adjusting the NPCs to suit the abilities of the char-
acters in your group. To adjust the power level of an 
NPC, refer to Helps and Hindrances (p. 378, SR5). 
Take the player characters’ abilities into consideration 
when assessing the NPCs in this adventure and mod-
ify them accordingly.

Mission Difficulty
Gamemasters are encouraged to use their own judg-
ment, and to adjust the difficulty of the encounter to 
take into account the abilities of the players. If the 
players have no magical support, replace magical de-
fenses with mundane ones. If the players are weak on 
combat, reduce the number of enemies by one or two. 
Conversely, if they’re steam-rolling the opposition, add 
one or two enemies to the fight. Missions should be 
difficult and something of a challenge but should not 
be insurmountable.

A simple method for adjusting difficulty is to simply 
increase the dice pools and Professional Ratings of the 
enemies. A simple +1 or +2 to all combat and defense 
tests gives enemies a minor boost in power, while a +3 
or 4 will make them truly formidable. Adding to their 
Professional Rating will give them a larger group Edge 
pool to draw from, and gamemasters are encouraged to 
use this Edge when logical.

Often a combat scene will tell you if it’s supposed 
to be challenging or is simply there to serve as filler 
or a minor obstacle that the players should steamroll 
through. When possible, use this as a guide to know 
when to tweak the enemies and encounters. If it doesn’t 
say, assume the scene should present a challenge to the 
power levels of the players.

A Note on Loot and Looting
Gamemasters should be careful what they allow play-
ers access to, because they can and will try to steal 
everything not nailed down (and even then, they 
often have pry bars and claw hammers to deal with 
those nails). Shadowrun Missions operate under the 
assumption that two players who have run the same 
missions will have roughly the same amount of re-
sources available to them (give or take some nego-
tiation and a little bit of minor loot fenced), so when 
players are able to steal and fence a lot of gear or are 
able to get their hands on high-priced vehicles, cyber-
decks, or foci, it can unbalance the game and make 
it unfair to players who didn’t have the opportunity 
to get those items. Gamemasters should avoid letting 
the players get into a position to do high value looting 
whenever possible.
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Paperwork
After running a Shadowrun Missions adventure, there 
are several important pieces of paperwork that need 
to be filled out.

The first is to make certain to distribute a copy of 
the adventure’s Debriefing Log to each player. As the 
gamemaster, please make certain to fill this out and 
sign off on it for each character. In the interests of 
time, you may have each player fill out the sections, 
with appropriate values that you give them. Please 
consider the PCs actions in the scenario when providing 
Reputation modifiers, per those rules (p. 372, SR5).

The second is to make sure that all players have 
updated their character’s Mission Calendar. PCs are 
allowed to go on one run per week. The calendar is 
used to track the character’s monthly lifestyle expenses, 
adventures, and their downtime exploits.

Mission Synopsis
A fire in some abandoned plastics-manufacturing 
buildings is creating a caustic smoke problem in the 
CZ. Anytime the runners are outdoors through the mis-
sion, the smoke causes visibility penalties and poten-
tial fatigue issues.

Juan leaves the runners a message to meet him in 
Club Apex, a hot new sports bar located in a reclaimed 
building in the CZ. The first challenge the runners face is 
the troll doorman. Provided the runners are legal age to 
drink and surrender their weapons, he lets them in with-
out an issue. Runners can try to negotiate or sneak past 
the door guard in various ways, or they can call Juan to 
get them past. If the team calls Mr. Johnson for help get-
ting in, he uses it against them later in the negotiations.

Juan meets with the team in a formal business set-
ting, bringing along an HR person (Atzi, a human) and 
a finance person (Tenoch, a dwarf). Juan explains the 
team needs to go into a bad neighborhood and look for 
some missing construction workers, as well as a miss-
ing Aztechnology team that was sent to look for them. 
Atzi and Tenoch contribute to any negotiations with the 
players, bringing their areas of expertise to the discus-
sion. Once the team agrees to a price, Juan provides 
them with the location and more specifics.

If you have time, an optional roleplaying scene is in-
cluded after the meet. A Taco Temple delivery guy ac-
cidentally backed into a runner’s vehicle, causing cos-
metic damage. There are pedestrians with commlinks 
recording the whole scene. 

After the team resolves the meet, and optionally 
deals with the delivery driver, they head toward the lo-
cation Juan provided. The smoke in this neighborhood 
is very thick, limiting the team’s visual range. Shot-up, 
burnt-out cars line the sides of the neighborhood’s 

street. A gang ambushes the team by throwing a young 
ork girl in front of their car in an attempt to cause an 
accident. After any driving tests are made, the gang at-
tacks. In the area, the runners find evidence the gang 
killed the Aztechnology security team and have been 
taking other people away. Some information here du-
plicates evidence they can find at the dig site, giving 
teams two chances to find it.

At the dig site, the team finds evidence that bugs 
took the workers after the workers broke through the 
asphalt into a tunnel. The tunnel runs directly to the Ter-
mite spirits’ hive. The bugs used a special Termite insect 
spirit power to create a concretelike cover for the open-
ing. The runners find it is weak in spots and could be 
reopened easily.

The team should contact their Johnson at this 
point, informing him of the fates of the missing peo-
ple. Juan offers the team a retainer if they assist by 
monitoring the bug hive for a day while he pulls in 
more resources. The team can turn him down and 
end the run here. If they accept, he instructs them to 
move to a safe area and await his arrival—giving them 
a day’s worth of rest.

Juan arrives with Atzi, Tenoch, and several armed Az-
technology agents. Tenoch carries a bag of explosives 
equipped with an electronic detonator. Juan allows the 
runners to watch as his team gears up to plant the explo-
sives under the hive. They spray on a special chemical 
stealth pheromone and the agents enter the tunnel. The 
team watches as the agents run into a wall the Termite 
workers built in the tunnel. The Aztechnology agents’ 
biomonitors spike from the stress of the situation as 
they take down the wall. The agents’ stress breaks the 
pheromone’s effect, and the runners watch the agents 
are killed—leaving the explosives in the tunnel and not 
in place at the tunnel entrance to the hive.

Juan hires the runners to go into the tunnel and move 
the explosives under the hive building, while the re-
mainder of his team provides cover above ground and 
keeps the exit clear. The runners are equipped with spe-
cial ammunition and a coating of the pheromone stealth 
spray. The team encounters a few situations that call for 
Composure Tests while exploring the eerie tunnel, until 
they reach the center of the hive where the explosives 
can be planted. The runners witness a termite queen 
manipulating an open astral gateway, calling for anoth-
er Composure Test. The runners’ final Composure Test 
comes when the team is near the tunnel exit—the ter-
mite workers have started building a wall to close off 
the tunnel. If any runner fails three Composure Tests, the 
stealth pheromone effect is broken, and the hive starts 
sending spirits to drive out the invaders.

Provided the team escapes the tunnel, and the ex-
plosives were planted correctly, there is an enormous 
explosion that shatters the hive and ends the threat. 
Juan thanks the team and pays them for their efforts.
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Scene 1:

Burning Down 
the House
Scan This
This scene is just an introduction to the chaos happen-
ing around the CZ and to the Johnson, and sets up the 
meet. The most important takeaways for the players are 
smoke and increased gang activity throughout the CZ. 
The players have a few hours before the meet, so they 
can pick up respirators or other gear. Find out how each 
runner is getting to the meet, as this information is use-
ful for Scene 3: Walking Taco and Scene 4: Nasty Grrls!

Tell it to Them Straight
After you wake up and fetch a snack from the process-
ing unit, it’s time to catch up on current events. You 
stop scrolling through feeds briefly when you hit a pair 
of local newscasters reporting something more than a 
feel-good piece.

“Last night’s Exterminators victory against the New 
Orleans Tombstones was bittersweet. It’s always great 
to see your urban brawl team make it to the playoffs, but 
the celebration was out of control in some parts of the 
city.” The newscaster cuts to video feed of building fires. 
“Flames engulfed three blocks of vacant buildings in the 
Harwood Heights neighborhood of the former Con-
tainment Zone. An unusual amount of caustic smoke is 
coming from a group of three buildings that had been 
used for plastics manufacturing. Lone Star believes a 
dumpster fire grew out of control and caused the blaze.” 
The feed cuts back to the two newscasters.

“That’s right, Joe. To make things worse, it’s been 
reported that area gangs have been shooting at emer-
gency personnel attempting to respond to the fire. One 
gang, known as the Nasty Grrls, has reportedly hijacked 
a fire truck that was en route to assist. Many emergency 
assets have been pulled back to protect first responders. 
Lone Star officials issued a public warning asking resi-
dents in nearby neighborhoods to stay inside due to the 
potential dangers of the resulting smoke and height-
ened gang activity.”

An incoming video message to your comm inter-
rupts the feed. Answering what you assume to be a po-
tential job, you see a troll. He is Latino with a medium 
build, large, flat nose, and small, curled ram’s horns. His 
hair is dark and worn long, slicked back, pulled into a 
ponytail. He has medium-sized Aztec-style ear plugs in 
his earlobes. 

“Greetings,” he says. “I am Juan Xihuitl (pronounced 
she-wheat), but you may call me Juan. If you wish to do 

some biz today, come to Apex at 2 PM. You will receive 
an AR invitation at the end of this message—simply se-
lect Accept or Decline. Should you accept, you will re-
ceive a club pass and AR guide to the conference room.” 
The message ends, and you realize that you have about 
three hours to clean up and get there.

Behind the Scenes
The team has some time (about three hours) before the 
meet at Apex (for information on Apex, see the sidebar 
in Scene 2: Inside the Pyramid). Find out how the team 
intends to spend the time before the meet, how they 
intend on getting to the meet, and if they take any pre-
cautions to avoid the smoke outside. Knowing how they 
get to the meet and if any of them drive is important for 
Scene 3: Walking Taco and Scene 4: Nasty Grrls!

Chicago’s Exterminators urban brawl team won and 
the celebration got a bit excessive. There was a lot of 
drinking, a little rioting, maybe a not-so-little fire, but it’s 
not every day your home team makes it into the play-
offs. The litter and garbage that the tailgating fans and 
parties generated is strewn around the streets. Traffic is 
light, and most people are sleeping off the effects from 
the previous night or avoiding the hazardous smoke 
from the fires. The majority of people encountered are 
hung over or still buzzed from the night before. 

Fatigue Tests due to air quality can be bypassed by 
using a respirator (Rating 3 or better) or a gas mask. Note 
that gas masks only have a one-hour clean air supply 
canister. Due to the increased demand, respirators are 
selling for Rating x 75 nuyen (up to Rating 6) and gas-
mask replacement canisters are selling for 75 nuyen.

URBAN BRAWL (P. 41, SR5)
The megacorps have been growing new sports that give 

consumers/fans the addictive rush of fast-moving action and 
bone-crushing violence. Right now the most popular sports are 
urban brawl and combat biking. Urban brawl is a no-holds-barred 
variant of capture-the-flag played on city streets with guns and 
magic. Combat biking is something like polo, only played on 
motorcycles. By psychopaths.

CHICAGO EXTERMINATORS & 
NEW ORLEANS TOMBSTONES

After weeks of media hype, sports fans everywhere 
celebrated Chicago’s urban brawl playoff victory. These two 
teams are giants in the sport, offering the best players each city 
has to offer. The bloody match did not disappoint its corporate 
sponsors, dominating the market share of viewers.
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Pushing the Envelope 
There should be no need to push the envelope here; 
this is a roleplaying and informational scene.

Debugging
As long as the runners accept the invitation and go to the 
meet on time, there should be no need for debugging.

Scene 2:

Inside the 
Pyramid
Scan This
Mr. Johnson (Juan) and two of his assistants meet with 
the team in a private room. The assistants are a dwarf 
accountant and a human HR person, each taking a 
part in advising Juan during negotiations. Juan hires 
the team to find out what happened to two groups 
of missing Aztechnology employees. He wants them 
to investigate an area in the CZ a few blocks from the 
fires. The team is to contact him for further informa-
tion, and potentially an additional paying assignment, 
once they determine what happened.

Tell it to Them Straight
This neighborhood has a thin haze of grey-white 
smoke. Chemicals in the smoke sting and burn the 
lungs of anyone foolish enough not to be wearing a 
respirator; occasionally you spot another pedestrian 
having a coughing fit.

Despite the smoke, the sprawl is still busy. The 
closest parking is a half-block from Apex, in a small lot 
near a Stuffer Shack. As you make your way to the club, 
it’s easy to notice someone spent time and money on 
the neighborhood. It’s still a pretty crummy place to 
be, but there are no gang tags, squatters, or trash can 
fires in sight. You guess the Aztechnology ads scattered 
throughout the area have something to do with it.

The neon-pyramid Apex logo shines through 
the smoke, and you see the club has a line of people 
stretching half the length of the building. Your comms 
are spammed with information about tonight’s main 
event, a Containment Zone Wrestling match. Walking to 
the door, your AR passes ready, you spot a troll wearing 
a respirator acting as the club doorman. An ARO above 
the door clearly reads: NO WEAPONS, OVER 21 ONLY.

Read the following once  
the team gets past the doorman:

Inside the club, the air is crisp and clean. You 
see the central area has been reconfigured to 
host a steel-cage area sporting the Containment 
Zone Wrestling logo. A number of stationary 
lights and cameras hang suspended over the 
cage, and an occasional camera drone does a 
test flight in the area. Three island bars are lo-

CAUSTIC SMOKE
The fires in the CZ created a smoke/smog hazard for 

runners who venture outdoors. The amount of smoke and air 
contamination vary throughout the mission. This results in two 
challenges for the team: Fatigue Tests and visibility modifiers. 
See the chart below for the amount of smoke and modifiers 
the team run into when outdoors during each scene. When 
the Fatigue Frequency indicates a roll is needed, the team 
checks for Fatigue Damage (see below). Specifics on the 
frequency of Fatigue Tests and visibility modifiers are located 
in each scene. 

Since this scene takes place at the runners’ home, 
Lifestyle is used to determine the frequency of initial Fatigue 
Tests for any time outdoors. Runners with lower Lifestyles 
start closer to the fires and air contamination. As the runners 
move to different neighborhoods, the amount of pollution (and 
Fatigue Tests needed) correspond to the new neighborhood. 

Lifestyle Visibility Modifier* Fatigue Frequency
High none none
Medium –1 test every 6 hours
Low –3 test every 3 hours 
Squatter –6 test every hour

*Visibility Modifier applies to thermographic  
vision as well as normal/low light.

FATIGUE FROM 
ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE 
(P. 172, SR5)

Fatigue damage is Stun damage you incur through doing 
something strenuous or by being in the middle of something 
stressful. It’s caused by harsh environments, hard exertion, 
and drek like that. Fatigue damage is resisted with Body + 
Willpower, not with any armor. Fatigue damage cannot be 
healed while the condition causing it still exists.

As with running fatigue, the DV from a harsh environment 
starts at 1S and increases over time. Unlike running fatigue, 
if you keel over in a hostile environment the damage doesn’t 
stop rolling in.
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